
Abstract. Recent results in magnonicsÐa topical and rapidly
developing branch of spintronics and magnetoelectronicsÐare
presented. The paper describes measurement techniques and
theoretical approaches used to explore physical processes asso-
ciated with the spin-wave propagation in complex nano- and
micro-dimensional magnetic structures. The results of the ap-
plication of magnetic structures in signal processing and trans-
mission systems are discussed. In particular, results on spin
wave propagation in distributed magnetic periodic structures,

lumped systems, coupled waveguide structures, and controllable
magnonic structures are considered. Specific examples of cir-
cuitry based on magnonic structures are discussed, and possibi-
lities for further developing this circuitry are explored.
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1. Introduction

Recent extensive studies in the field of magnetic materials, in
particular, magnetic micro- and nanostructures, have yielded
interesting and important scientific results that form the basis
for a new scientific direction called spintronics. Spintronics is
a vigorously developing area of electronics that uses, notably,
the transfer of magnetic moment or spin by an electric current
in structures containing magnetic materials. The spin transfer
can also occur with the help of magnons or spin waves in
magnetic metals and dielectrics. This gives rise to a new
scientific field, so-called magnonicsÐa field of spintronics
or, more generally, electronics studying the physical proper-
ties of magnetic micro- and nanostructures, the properties of
propagating spin waves, and the possibility of using spin
waves to construct an elemental base for devices for data
processing, communications, and storage based on new
physical principles [1±9].

2. Experimental and theoretical methods
for studying wave processes

2.1 Mandelshtam±Brillouin spectroscopy
for studying magnetic structures
The space±time dynamics of spin-wave excitations in magne-
tically ordered media are often studied by optical probe
methods, in particular, by the method based on Mandelsh-
tam±Brillouin scattering (MBS) of light [10, 11]. The
theoretical foundations of MBS in magnetically ordered
media are considered in many papers (see, e.g., [12±15])
based on the wave or corpuscular approaches.

The wave approach is based on the magneto-optical
scattering of a light wave in a magnetically ordered medium.
Spin waves with the frequency f and wavelength l propagat-
ing in a medium produce dynamic and spatial variations
(small deviations from the equilibrium direction) in the
magnetization m� f; r� of the medium (where r is the vector
of spatial coordinates), resulting in variations in the permit-
tivity e. Spin waves in the medium produce a moving phase
grating for a light wave, and light scattering is explained by
the Bragg reflection of light from the diffraction grating and
the Doppler shift of the reflected light frequency.

According to Bragg's law, the grating period L (equal to
the spinwave length l) is related to the Bragg anglejB and the
incident light wavelength as

sinjB �
l0
nL

; �1�

where l0 is the light wavelength in the vacuum and n is the
refractive index of light in the medium.

The Doppler effect is related to light scattering by a
moving diffraction grating, the scattered light frequency
being shifted from the incident light frequency f0 by
Df � f0 � f. The intensity of light scattered on a spin wave
with a frequency f is [15]

I� f; r� � ��m� f; r���2 : �2�

We can see from (2) that the scattered light intensity also
depends on the deviation of the magnetization from equili-
brium, i.e., on the spin-wave amplitude,

I� f; r� � j 2
0 � f; r� : �3�

In the corpuscular approach, MBS is considered as the
scattering of photons by magnons (scattering of quasiparti-
cles), to which the energy and momentum conservation laws
can be applied. In this case, the main relations are

fs � f0 � f ; �4�
ks � k0 � k ;

where fs is the scattered light frequency, and ks, k0, and k are
the respective wave vectors of the scattered and incident light
and of the spin wave. The intensity of photons scattered by
magnons with a frequency f is given by [16]

I� f � � D� f � n� f � ; �5�

whereD� f � and n� f � are respectively the density of states and
the Bose±Einstein distribution function for magnons at a
given temperature.

The scattered light spectrum contains two components in
general: the Stokes component at the frequency f0 ÿ f and
the anti-Stokes component at the frequency f0 � f . The
intensities of these components, which are determined by
physical processes in magnetically ordered media, are
different [17].

The choice of a particular approach (corpuscular or wave)
is determined by experimental conditions. In particular, the
wave approach is convenient if only the relative intensities I of
scattered light are of interest.

Scheme and parameters of the experimental setup.
Researchers at the Metamaterials Laboratory at Cherny-
shevskii Saratov State University have developed and started
a facility for Brillouin spectroscopy of magnetic materials.

The applications of the facility in materials technology
include the measurement of magnetic and acoustic properties
of micrometer and submicrometer inorganic and semicon-
ducting bulk and film samples, ferrite and permalloy films,
multilayer structures and composite media [18±22], the
physics of linear and nonlinear oscillations and waves [23±
25], magnonics [2, 26±29], and spintronics [4, 5, 30±33].

The facility is mainly used for studying the space±time
characteristics of spin-wave excitations in thin magnetic films
and magnetic structures in the microwave range. The main
parameters of the facility are: the range of measuring the
frequency characteristics of scattered optical radiation is 1±
100 GHz, the frequency range of measuring the character-
istics ofmagnetic materials is 1±20GHz, the time resolution is
1 ns, the spatial resolution is 250 nm±10 mm, and the range of
magnetic fields produced is 100±10,000 Oe. A diagram of the
facility is shown in Fig. 1.

The facility is based on a multipass tandem Fabry±Perot
(TFP) interferometer [34] with a single-photon laser radiation
detector (photon counter). The radiation source is a single-
frequency laser emitting linearly polarized radiation at a
wavelength of 532 nm. The laser beam is directed at a
beamsplitter. Part of the beam is used as a reference beam to
stabilize the interferometer, while another (signal) part is
focused with a system of mirrors and lenses on the surface of
the magnetic sample under study.

Samples are placed into a micropositioning system in a
constant magnetic field directed tangentially to the sample
plane. This system provides a scan of the sample surface by a
focused laser beam.

A system of microstrip antennas (MSAs) is formed on the
sample surface for exciting and receiving spin waves. A
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monochromatic or pulse-modulated microwave signal with a
specified frequency f and power is fed to the antennas.
Depending on the microwave signal frequency, strength,
and orientation of the magnetic field, different-type (surface
or bulk) spin waves with different dispersions (direct or
inverse) can be excited in the magnetic structure [35±37].
Photons from the signal beam scattered by spin waves at
different angles with different frequencies are directed to the
interferometer for spectral analysis.

We must add that the intensity of scattered photons is
determined by the instant amplitudes of spin-wave excita-
tions; the spatial resolution of the method is determined by
the minimal diameter of the focal spot of laser radiation on
the surface of a magnetic sample and the penetration depth of
laser radiation into the sample; hence, scattered photons
contain information on the spatial characteristics of spin-
wave excitations averaged over the sample thickness and the
focal spot area.

2.2 Theoretical methods
2.2.1 Semianalytic methods.
Coupled wave method in the study of nonlinear phenomena in a
magnon crystal. Nonlinear phenomena in periodic structures
in microwave electronics and optics are often studied using
the coupled mode method [37, 38]. A magnon crystal (MC) is
a periodic structure with the wave number k � 2p=L, where L
is the structure period, and the solution of the wave equation
for a spin wave can be represented as an infinite sum of spatial
harmonics [39].

The idea of the coupled wave method is that only the
zeroth harmonics �i � 0� of forward waves and the ÿ1st
harmonics �i � ÿ1� of backward waves may be taken into
account in the first Brillouin zone �04 kiL4 2p�, and the
interaction of only these waves should be considered in the
first Bragg resonance band [40]. The solution of the wave
equation for the structure under study can be written as the
sum of forward and backward waves:

m � A exp
�
i�otÿ k0y�

�� B exp
�
i�ot� kÿ1y�

�
; �6�

where A is the forward wave amplitude in the MC, B is the
backward wave amplitude, and kÿ1 � k0 ÿ 2p=L.

Substituting (6) in the wave equation for the high-
frequency components of the magnetization for a periodic
structure and separating resonance terms, we obtain a system
of equations for the amplitudes of the envelopes of forward
and backward waves,

i

�
qA
qt
� V

qA
qy

�
� Z0A� w0B� g

ÿjAj2 � 2jBj2�A � 0 ;

�7�
i

�
qB
qt
ÿ V

qB
qy

�
� Zÿ1B� wÿ1A� g

ÿjBj2 � 2jAj2�B � 0 ;

where g is the nonlinearity coefficient, V is the group velocity,
w0 is the coupling coefficient between the forward and
backward waves, wÿ1 is the coupling coefficient between the
backward and forward waves, Z0 is the detuning from the
frequency of the i � 0 mode in a single homogeneous film,
and Zÿ1 is the detuning from the frequency of the i � ÿ1mode
in a single homogeneous film. Equations (7) are a system of
nonlinear SchroÈ dinger equations describing the linear and
nonlinear couplings between waves in an MC. The values of
these coefficients depend on the type of the magnetostatic
wave (MSW) and the MC periodicity.

As an example, we consider an MC representing a
ferromagnetic film with a saturation magnetization M0,
containing inhomogeneities produced on its surface in the
form of grooves [41]. The thickness of the initial film is d1,
the groove depth is Dd � d1 ÿ d2, the groove width is
a2 � Lÿ a1, and the structure period is L. We assume that
the structure is infinite in the direction of the x and y axes. The
constant magnetic field H0 is applied perpendicular to the
structure surface and the forward volume MSW propagates
along the y axis.

The film thickness in the periodic structure under study
can be represented as d � d2 � d�y�, where

d�y� � d�y� L� � Dd � d1 ÿ d2 ; 04 y4 a1 ;
0 ; a1 4 y4L :

�

Expanding d�y� in a Fourier series and restricting the
expansion to terms with n � 0;�1, we can represent the last
relation in the form [41]

d � d0

�
1� dd cos

�
2p
L

y

��
; �8�

where d0 � d2 � Dda1=L and dd � 2Dd=�pd0� sin �pa1=L�.
Then the coefficients in (7) take the form [41]

g � oHoM

2o

�
1� o2

H

o2

�
; V � oHoMd0

4o
;

wÿ1 � ddV
k 2
ÿ1
k0

; w0 � ddV
k 2
0

kÿ1
;

Z0 �
1

2o

�
o2 ÿ o2

H ÿ oHoM
k0d0
2

�
;

Zÿ1 �
1

2o

�
o2 ÿ o2

H ÿ oHoM
kÿ1d0
2

�
;

where oH � ĝH0, oM � 4pĝM0, H0 is the external magnetic
field strength,M0 is the saturation magnetization, and ĝ is the
gyromagnetic ratio [37]. In the particular case k0 � kB, where
kB is the Bragg wave vector, Z0 � Zÿ1 � Z and Zÿ1 is the
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Mandelstam±Brillouin scattering setup. TFP:

Tandem Fabry±Perot interferometer; mMBS (micro Brillouin light scat-

tering): Brillouin light scattering with a 250 nm spatial resolution.
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detuning from the center of the forbidden zone of a single
MC, and w0 � wÿ1 � w is the coupling coefficient between
oppositely directed waveguides.

We can see from the equations and the values of the
coefficients that the wave evolution in an MC is determined
by the parameter dd characterizing the coupling between
forward and reflected waves. For dd � 0, we obtain the
equation for an MSW in a homogeneous film from (7) [37].

Multiple scattering method. We illustrate the multiple
scattering method by considering the propagation of a
forward volume MSW [36] in a metallized ferromagnetic
plate containing an array of a finite number of ferromagnetic
cylindrical inclusions [42], although this method can also be
generalized to the case of an unbounded MC [43]. We
consider a ferromagnetic matrix of thickness d with the
saturation magnetization M 0

s (Fig. 2). Cylindrical inclusions
with radius R consist of a ferromagnetic material with the
saturationmagnetizationM 1

s . An externalmagnetic fieldHext

is applied along the z axis normally to the matrix. By
neglecting the crystalline surface anisotropy, the effective
field inside the sample can be written as H � Hext ÿHdm,
where the demagnetizing field Hdm is defined as 4pM 0

s and
4pM 1

s [43] for the ferromagnet in the matrix and inclusion,
respectively. The problem is solved by using the Walker
equation [36] obtained from Maxwell's equations in the
magnetostatic approximation and having the form

mt0�q2x � q2y�C t � q2zC
t � 0 : �9�

Here, C t�x; y; z� is the magnetostatic potential related to
the magnetic field vector h as h � ÿHC t. We let b � m

$
h

denote the magnetic induction vector, where the antisym-
metric magnetic permeability tensor m

$
of the ferromagnet is

specified by the diagonal, m0, and nondiagonal, ima, compo-
nents. The index t � 0 in Eqn (9) and below is related to
variables in the ferromagnetic matrix (C 0, m 0

0 , m
0
a, and b0

describe the wave process outside inclusions), the index t � 1
is related to variables inside inclusions, and the index t is used
for a description in the general form. Using the boundary
conditions b t

z � 0 on metallized surfaces z � 0 and z � d and
separating the variables in the magnetostatic potential
C t�x; y; z� � C t�x; y� cos �kzz�, where kz � np=d, n � 0;
1; 2; . . . ; we obtain

�q2x � q2y�C t � �k t
r �2C t � 0 : �10�

This equation involves the planar component kt
r ���������������ÿ1=mt0

p
kz of the wave vector. The solution of Eqn (10)

with boundary conditions on the inner surfaces of inclusions
gives the magnetostatic potential C t�x; y; z� inside the
ferromagnetic matrix and ferromagnetic inclusion.

We consider the scattering of a plane spin wave
C inc�r� � exp �ik0r r� by a system of N cylindrical inclusions.

Each jth inclusion is related to its local coordinate system
with the center Rj coinciding with the cylinder center and
calculated with respect to the laboratory coordinate system
(Fig. 3). All local coordinate systems are obtained by a
parallel displacement of the laboratory system along its axes
x0 and y0 with the unit vectors x̂ and ŷ, and k0r � k 0

r x̂. The
propagating plane spin wave can be expanded in scalar
cylindrical wave functions as

C inc�rj;fj� �
X1

m�ÿ1
AjmJm�k 0

r rj� exp �imfj� : �11�

Here, rj and fj are the local cylindrical coordinates of the
observation point, and Jm�u� is the Bessel function with the
cylindrical multipole index m. The coefficient Ajm � ej i

m

contains the phase factor ej � exp �ik0rRj� depending on the
position of the center of the jth cylinder in the laboratory
coordinate system. The scattering of the propagating wave
results in the appearance of the scattered,C scat, and refracted,
C trans, fields around and inside each inclusion:

C scat
j �rj;fj� �

X1
m�ÿ1

BjmHm�k 0
r rj� exp �imfj� ; �12�

C trans
j �rj;fj� �

X1
m�ÿ1

XjmJm�k 0
r rj� exp �imfj� ; �13�

where Bjm andXjm are the respective scattering and refraction
coefficients and Hm�u� is the Hankel function. To define the
boundary conditions on the inner surfaces of inclusions
corresponding to the continuity of the normal component of
the magnetic induction vector and the tangential component
of the magnetic field vector, the total field near the surface of
each inclusion must be known. For example, the total field
around the first inclusion for a system of two inclusions has
the form

C scat�inc
1 �r1;f1� � C scat

1 �r1;f1��C inc
1 �r1;f1��C scat

21 �r2;f2� :
�14�

A specific feature of the potential component C scat
21 of a

spin wave incident on the first inclusion and scattered by the
second inclusion is a representation in the coordinate system
of the second inclusion. To pass to the coordinate system of

x

d

z y

Hext

kx

Incident
wave

2R

M 0
s M 1

s

Figure 2. Ferromagnetic array with a system of inclusions.

b

b
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R2ÿR

1

x1
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y2

x2

x0

y0
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wave

Figure 3. Constructing local coordinate systems for two cylindrical

inclusions.
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the first inclusion, the summation theorem for cylindrical
functions is used [44]:

exp �iny2�Hn�k 0
r r2�

� �ÿ1�n
X1
l�ÿ1

Hn�l�k 0
r R12� Jl�k 0

r r1� exp �ÿily1� ; �15�

where y1 and y2 are shown in Fig. 3, Rj j 0 � Rj ÿ Rj 0 is the
vector distance between the centers of the jth and j 0th
inclusions, and Rj j 0 � jRj j 0 j. By applying summation theo-
rem (15) to equality (14), we can determine boundary
conditions on the inner surface of each inclusion and
obtain a closed system of equations for the self-consistent
scattering coefficients Bjm of inclusions in the physically
transparent form

Bjm � B � j �m � B
� j �
m

Ajm

XN
j 6�j 0�1

X1
l�ÿ1

G j j 0
mÿlBj 0l ; j � 1; 2; . . . ;N ;

�16�
G j j 0

mÿl � exp
�
i�lÿm� argRj j 0

�
Hlÿm�k 0

r Rj j 0 � ;

where B
� j �
m is the scattering coefficient of the isolated jth

inclusion and the ratio T
� j �
m � B

� j �
m =Ajm determines the

scattering matrix of the isolated jth inclusion. The phase
factor argRj j 0 in the matrix kernel Gj j 0

mÿl specifying the angle
between the vectorRj j 0 and the unit vector x̂ (see Fig. 3) is the
phase increment of the spin wave on the path between the jth
and j 0th inclusions. The second factor in the matrix kernel is
the component of the Green's function of two-dimensional
Walker equation (10).

To solve the system of equations (16) by iterations, we
represent it in the form

Bjm ÿ T � j �m

XN
j6�j 0�1

Bj 0mH0�k 0
r Rj j 0 � � ~Bjm : �17�

The left-hand side of Eqns (17) contains only them-multipole
terms. The right-hand side, which is easily reproduced,
describes the effect of the propagating spin wave in the term
B
� j �
m and contributions from all other multipoles m� dm

appearing during the scattering of the spin wave.
In this paper, we are interested in the case of a periodic

arrangement of the centers ofN cylindrical inclusions along a
circle with radius r. We first consider an auxiliary problem for
the eigenmodes U � j � and eigenvalues l �m�j in the single-
multipole approximation by writing

U � j � ÿ
XN
j6�j 0�1

a
�m�
j j 0 U

� j 0� � l�m�j U � j � ;

�18�
a
�m�
j j 0 � T � j �m H0�k 0

r Rj j 0 � ;

where a
�m�
j j 0 is the coupling matrix of the inclusions. The

eigenvectors U � j � of system (18) can be written in the form
of N-component vectors

U � j � � �1; pj; p 2
j ; . . . ; pNÿ1

j � ;
�19�

pj � exp

�
i
2p j
N

�
; j � 1; 2; . . . ;N :

The componentsU � j �k , k � 1; 2; . . . ;N of each jth eigenvector

are equal to unity in modulus, jU � j �k j � 1, and differ in the

values of arguments argU
� j �
k (Fig. 4). The eigenvalues l�m�j

corresponding to eigenvectors (19) are expressed in the case of

an even number of inclusions N � 2n by the sums

l�m�j � 1ÿ
Xn
j 0�1

nj j 0a
�m�
11�j 0 ; �20�

nj j 0 � 2 cos
p jj 0

n
;

j 0 � 1; . . . ; nÿ 1 ; njn � �ÿ1� j :

Eigenvectors (19) are pairwise orthogonal, hU� j �jU � j 0�i �
Ndj j 0 , which allows us to represent the system of equations
(17) in the compact form

Bjm � 1

N

XN
k�1
h ~BjU �k�i U

�k�
j

l�m�k

; �21�

where the summation in the right-hand side is performed over
the eigenvectors, labeled by k, and the subscript j labels the
eigenvector component.

System of equations (21) suggests a direct approach to
solving the problem of the excitation of eigenmodes (19) by a
propagating spinwave. For example, if the spin wave length is
large compared to the radius of a circular cluster of N � 4
inclusions, the propagatingwavemainly excites the `isotropic'
U �4� � �1; 1; 1; 1�mode (see Fig. 4) with the same phase shifts
of the potential during the spin wave scattering by all four
inclusions.

System of equations (21) is especially convenient for using
the iteration method. The first step of the iteration solution is
the substitution ~Bjm � B

� j �
jm � imTmej, which is obvious,

taking system of equations (16) into account. For the
problem with N � 4 cylindrical inclusions, the first iteration
approximation gives the following expression for the magne-
tostatic potential (12) of the spin wave scattered by the jth
inclusion:

C scat
j �rj;fj� �

X4
k�1

C scat
kj �rj;fj� ; �22�

C scat
kj �rj;fj� �

1

4
e �k�U �k�j

X1
m�ÿ1

im
Tm

l �m�k

Hm�k 0
r rj� exp �imfj� :

U�1�

U�2�

U�3�

U�4�

argU
�k�
j

Figure 4. Illustration of phase shifts formed by the kth eigenvectorU
�k�
j of

the magnetostatic potential of a spin wave scattered by the jth cylinder.

Each arrow indicates argU
�k�
j .
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The factors e �k� are linear combinations of the phase factors
ej � exp �ik0rRj� depending on the position of the jth inclusion
in the laboratory coordinate system:

e �1� � e1 ÿ e3 ÿ i�e2 ÿ e4� ;
e �2� � e1 ÿ e2 � e3 ÿ e4 ; �23�
e �3� � e1 ÿ e3 � i�e2 ÿ e4� ;
e�4� � e1 � e2 � e3 � e4 :

2.2.2 Numerical simulation. Numerical simulation of the
propagation of MSWs in periodic, quasiperiodic, and
irregular magnetic microwaveguides is very important
because the analytic solution of the equations for the MSW
dynamics in such structures cannot be obtained without
significant simplifications.

A numerical analysis of MSW propagation in periodic
ferrite waveguide structures with a finite width can be
performed by considering processes at a fixed frequency
using methods applicable in a given frequency region, for
example, the finite-element method (FEM) [45±51] or
methods operating in the time representation, for example,
the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [52±55].

The FEM involves a decomposition of the calculation
region into finite elements (in the simplest case, triangles).
The field components within each finite element are
approximated by simple polynomials. The coefficients of
polynomials are expressed in terms of the field component
values at a finite number of points lying on the boundary
and inside the element. The discretization of partial
differential equations is performed by one of the methods
appropriate for each particular problem. We used the
variation approach. After discretization, the problem
reduces to solving a generalized eigenvalue problem for
large sparse matrices. Solving the eigenvalue problem yields
the field distribution of the eigenmode and its frequency,
i.e., a point on the dispersion characteristic. By repeating
calculations for the required number of points in the
specified frequency range, we can calculate the total
dispersion characteristic and the corresponding field dis-
tributions. Such an approach is efficient for calculating the
eigenfrequencies and fields of resonator eigenmodes, dis-
persion characteristics, and the eigenwave fields propagat-
ing in magnetic structures.

The propagation of spin waves in ferromagnetic wave-
guide irregular microstructures can be numerically simulated
by solving the Landau±Lifshitz equation by the FDTD
method. This numerical micromagnetic simulation method,
which has been successfully used for solving problems of the
excitation and propagation of spin waves in regular and
irregular magnetic metal and dielectric microstructures [6,
56, 57], is more efficient for studying scattering problems and
the propagation of wave packets in dispersive media and
nonlinear structures. The freely available mumax3 software
code [54, 55] allows calculations on modern multicore
processors and cluster computer systems containing graphic
processors and supporting the CUDA (Computer Unified
Device Architecture) technology, which significantly reduces
the FDTD calculation time of the nonstationary propagation
dynamics of spin waves in ferromagnetic micro- and nano-
structures.

3. Application of magnetic structures in signal
processing and communication systems

3.1 Distributed periodic systems
3.1.1 One-dimensional magnonic crystals.
Nonlinear phenomena in MCs. One of the main aspects in the
study of nonlinear processes in MCs is the analysis of soliton
formation mechanisms [58, 59], which is relevant not only
from the standpoint of fundamental science but also for
applications, namely, for data processing and transfer in
telecommunication systems.

Experimental results and the results of numerical simula-
tions based on a single nonlinear SchroÈ dinger equation (NSE)
are presented in [58, 59]. The dispersion and nonlinearity
coefficients in this equation were calculated assuming that in
a ferromagnetic film, one magnetostatic wave propagates
with the dispersion depending on the parameters of the
periodic structure.

However, fiber optic gratings are often studied by the
coupled-mode method (see Section 2.2.1) assuming that
nonlinear wave processes in such periodic structures near
the forbidden zone are mainly caused by a superposition of
the incident and reflectedwaves and using a system of coupled
NSEs for their description.

Stationary solutions in the form of envelope solitons
obtained from a system of coupled NSEs were called Bragg
solitons [40]. Of special interest are the studies of solitons of
a new type (slit solitons), which can propagate in the
forbidden band with a group velocity much lower than the
soliton propagation velocity in a homogeneous nonlinear
medium [40, 60].

In the weak nonlinearity approximation (see Section 2.2.1),
a system of NSEs for the envelopes of forward and backward
waves can be written in form (7) [41, 61]. Equations (7) are
analogous to the system of two coupled NSEs describing the
propagation of incident and reflected waves in Bragg optical
gratings [40, 60] and represent a system with an incoherent
coupling.

The numerical solution of the obtained system showed
the possibility of forming Bragg-like solitons in MCs with
different properties, in particular, solitons with a zero
velocity and solitons localized on a limited length of the
structure. The main formation mechanism of such solitons
is the mutual trapping of pulses in forward and backward
waves, which propagate with the same velocity (which, in
turn, is determined by the relative power of the two waves),
and the power transfer between forward and backward
waves determined by the coupling coefficient between
them.

Figure 5a demonstrates the formation of a Bragg-like
soliton in an MC, calculated by numerically solving the
system of coupled NSEs (6) by the split-step Fourier method
(SSFM) in the case of excitation of magnetostatic surface
waves (MSSWs) for the detuning Z � 1. As the initial
conditions, the pulse was specified only on the forward wave
in the form jf�y; 0� � j0 exp �ÿy 2=y 2

pulse�, jb�y; 0� � 0,
where ypulse is the pulse width and j0 is the dimensionless
pulse amplitude at the initial instant. For the chosen value of
the coupling coefficient w, a complete power transfer occurs
between forward and backward waves with a period T
(Fig. 5a). In this case, first, a pulse propagating in the positive
direction along the y axis is formed on the forward wave (see
Fig. 5c and grey curves in Fig. 5b). The power immediately
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transfers to the backward wave pulse (see Fig. 5d and black
curves in Fig. 5b) propagating in the same direction.

After the time interval T=2, the powers of pulses on
forward and backward waves equalize, and the pulses stop.
Thus, the pulses periodically change their direction with time,
moving to the higher-power wave, remaining nevertheless
localized on some length of the structure. In this case, the
combination of pulses on forward and backward waves forms
a common structure propagating with a common velocity like
a Bragg soliton [40].

Below, we present the results of experimental studies of
the formation of soliton-like pulses in the forbidden zone of
a one-dimensional MC during the propagation of MSSWs at
frequencies below 4 GHz for which three-magnon decay
processes are possible [62, 63]. Pulse characteristics obtained
in experiments are compared with the results of the
numerical calculation of slit solitons in the coupled NSEs
for a bounded MC.

The MC under study contains a periodic system of
grooves with a rectangular profile obtained by photolitho-
graphy on the surface of an yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film
grown on a gadolinium±gallium garnet (GGG) substrate. The
sample size was 4� 5� 0:5mm, the saturationmagnetization
of the film was 4pM0 � 1750 G, and the film thickness was
d1 � 4 mm. The parameters of the periodic structure were the
groove depth, width, and period: Dd � d1 ÿ d2 � 0:7 mm,
a2 � 70 mm, and L � 100 mm, respectively. The characteris-

tics of MSSWs propagating in the MC were studied with a
setup containing an Agilent DSO81004B real-time oscillo-
scope and an Anritsu MG3692C microwave generator.

Figure 6 presents the results of a study of the propagation
of rectangular 260 ns microwave pulses propagating in a
structure with the pulse repletion period ts � 4 ms and the
carrier frequency f0 coinciding with the central frequency of
the first forbidden zone of the MC. The time realizations of
the microwave signal at the structure output for different
input powers Pin � ÿ5ÿ16 dBmW are shown in Fig. 6a. The
output signal is a train of pulses, their number and peak
amplitude depending on Pin.

In the linear regime (for Pin � ÿ5 dBmW), two weak
pulses with identical amplitudes corresponding to the leading
edge and the trailing edge of the input rectangular pulse are
observed, the interval between pulses being equal to the input
pulse duration. As the input signal power increases, an
additional pulse appears between these two pulses. The
amplitude and phase of the input signal envelope for three
input powers are shown in Figs 6b±d. We can see that as the
input power is increased, the phase inclination angle inside the
additional pulse decreases and, for Pin � 16 dBmW (Fig. 6a),
the phase inside the additional pulse has a characteristic
`ledge'. In this case, we can assume that the additional pulse
has the properties of a slit soliton [40]. As the input signal
power is increased further, the phase inside the pulse changes
its slope and becomes decreasing (Fig. 6d).
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Figure 7 shows the results of the numerical solution of
system of equations (7) for a bounded MC for different
amplitudes of a rectangular input signal. We can see that the
output-signal formation dynamics are analogous to the
experimental dynamics: for a small amplitude of the input
signal, the pulse is almost completely reflected from the MC,
as from a linear Bragg grating, i.e., the output signal contains
only two pulses separated by an interval equal to the input

pulse duration. These pulses are the result of differentiating
the leading edge and the trailing edge of the input rectangular
pulse. As the input amplitude increases (for j0 � 0:037), an
additional pulse appears between the two pulses in the output
signal. With a further increase in the input amplitude, the
additional pulse approaches the first pulse of the output
signal, i.e., its velocity increases.

It has been shown that soliton-like pulses can be generated
in the forbidden zone of a one-dimensional MC during the
propagation of MSSWs at frequencies below 4 GHz at which
three-magnon decay processes are possible. The generation of
pulses is observed upon increasing the input power. The pulse
velocity, which is smaller than the group velocity of surface
waves in a homogeneous film, increases with increasing the
amplitude. The generation of soliton-like pulses in MCs is
well described in the coupled-wave theory by a system of
coupled NSEs for the envelopes of direct and counter waves
in a periodic structure.

3.1.2 Magnonic crystal with distributed defects. One of the
methods for controlling forbidden zones in an MC is the
introduction of defects, which are produced in the periodic
structure either by violating its periodicity in some region of
size comparable with the spatial period of the MC (local
defects) or by creating a homogeneous region with dimen-
sions greatly exceeding the MC period (distributed or line
defects).

Many papers have been devoted to the study of the
influence of local defects on characteristics of the forbidden
zones in MCs (see, e.g., [64, 65] and the references therein). It
was shown in these papers that local defects can be produced
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in a one-dimensional MC by introducing a layer with other
parameters or defect grooves (pegs) [67] into a multilayerMC
[64, 66] or removing one or several holes (pegs) in a two-
dimensional MC [65]. The presence of such defects leads to
the formation of narrow transmission bands in forbidden
zones. Unlike MCs with local defects, the study of MCs with
distributed defects started recently and to date only two
papers [65, 66] have been published in this field. It is shown
in these papers that the presence of a distributed defect in a
periodic structure leads to the disappearance of the forbidden
band in the spectrum of spin waves and the localization of the
signal in the region of the distributed defect in the spin-wave
propagation direction. Such a situation is observed in a two-
dimensional micrometer MC based on a YIG film [68] and a
two-dimensional nanometer MC based on a CoFe film [69].
However, of interest is the study of characteristics of
forbidden zones in one-dimensional MCs with a distributed
defect. In this case, a wave propagates over the entire width of
the periodic structure in one direction. The forbidden zone
should be preserved in this case. The phase velocity of the spin
wave in the structure is determined not only by the structure
period but also by the geometric parameters of the distributed
defect, resulting in a frequency shift of the forbidden zone.

In this section, we demonstrate the possibility of control-
ling forbidden zones in a one-dimensional MC with a
distributed defect by changing the geometric dimensions of
the distributed defect. The one-dimensional MC is one with
periodic boundary conditions based on a homogeneous YIG
film containing a periodic system of metal strips on its surface
(Fig. 8). The distributed defect is a region of the YIG film of
width D with homogeneous boundary conditions, which is
created along the propagation direction of spin waves and has
dimensions greatly exceeding the MC period.

We studied three MC samples in our experiments.
Sample I was an MC without a distributed defect �D � 0�.
Samples II and III were MCs with distributed defects with
respective widths D � 200 mm and 1 mm.

Figure 9 demonstrates the influence of the width D of the
distributed defect on the forbidden zone position. The circles
show the experimental central frequencies of forbidden bands
for the three samples. For D � 0 (point I in Fig. 9), the
forbidden band is located at the frequency ODMC. As D
increases, the frequency OG1 first increases (point II) and
exceeds ODMC and then decreases, becoming lower than
ODMC (point III).

These experimental results show that (1) the forbidden
band shift in the spectrum of excited spin waves depends in a
complicated way on geometrical parameters of a distributed

defect, in particular, on the width of the homogeneous region
of the MC (see Fig. 9); and (2) the waveguide propagation of
the spin wave occurs at some distance along the distributed
defect (Fig. 10). It can be expected that if the length of the
structure is limited by l1 � l2, the signal would propagate
through the MC with a distributed defect and the forbidden
band would not be observed in the amplitude±frequency
characteristic of such a transmission line.

The model was constructed assuming that the system
under study can be considered as a structure consisting of
two identical magnonic crystals MC1 and MC2 of width d
separated with a homogeneous film of widthD. The coupled-
wave method (see Section 2.2.1) applied in the linear case can
be used to construct a model that agrees well with the
experimental data.

Figure 9 shows the dependence (curve) of the central
frequency of the forbidden band on the distributed defect
widthD for model parameters corresponding to experimental
data.

3.1.3 Irregular waveguide with a periodically changing width.
Spin waves propagating in one- and two-dimensional planar
ferromagnetic structures with periodically spatially modu-
lated parameters are being actively investigated presently [70].
Periodic structures can be created by different methods such
as the spatial variation of magnetic properties of materials
(for example, the saturation magnetization) [71], the change
in the thickness or width of planar waveguide magnetic
structures [72±74], the preparation of two-dimensional
magnetic gratings [2], and the spatial modulation of static
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magnetic fields [75]. Such periodic structures, called magno-
nic crystals [70, 72], are characterized by the presence of
forbidden bands at frequencies for which the Bragg condition
kB � np=L is satisfied, where L is the structure period, kB is
the Bragg wave number, and n is the order number of a
forbidden band. The parameters of forbidden bands (depth
and frequency width) depend, in particular, on the relative
modulation depth of spatial parameters x � Dw=w0, where
Dw is the parameter variation and w0 is its average value.

Magnonic crystals can be used as an elemental base for
manufacturing various functional devices for signal proces-
sing in the microwave range: resonators, couplers, delay lines,
filters, phase shifters, etc. The best theoretically and experi-
mentally studied are one-dimensional MCs (with medium
parameters or dimensions varying only along one of the
directions) based on waveguides with a constant width with
characteristic transverse dimensions 2±3 mm and weak
modulation x < 0:1. The propagation of waves in such MCs
can be assumed to be single-mode, and the scattering of waves
by inhomogeneities occurs without the excitation of higher
modes.

The miniaturization of the elemental base and creation of
integrated circuits for data processing systems require passing
to themicrometer and submicrometer spatialMC scale with a
simultaneous reduction in the wavelength of propagating
waves. In this range of spatial scales, the main type of
waveguide structures used in one-dimensional MCs is
permalloy film waveguides.

Magnonic crystals based on waveguides with a periodi-
cally changing width were studied experimentally and
theoretically in [76, 77]. The value of x for MCs of this type
determines the relative modulation depth of the waveguide
width. For small modulation depths x < 0:1, such structures
can be analyzed in the single-wave approximation. But even
in this case, the excitation and propagation of waves in
transversely bounded MCs is substantially multimode, the
spectrum of transverse wave numbers is quantized, and
branches corresponding to the so-called width modes appear
in the dispersion characteristics o�k� of waves. As the
waveguide width w is reduced for a fixed frequency o, the
mode spacing Dk in wave numbers between branches
increases. In regular waveguides, these modes propagate
independently. But in modulated-width waveguides, the
increase in the modulation depth x can lead to the coupling
of width modes scattered by inhomogeneous waveguide
boundaries. For strong modulation �x > 0:1�, the intermode
interaction of propagating waves in the formation of
forbidden bands should be taken into account [78].

Thin YIG films whose dissipation parameters are con-
siderably smaller than those of permalloy are broadly used to
create MCs and controllable devices in spintronics and
magnonics [2, 27]. As the transverse size of regular YIG
waveguides is decreased to a few hundred micrometers, the
propagation of waves becomes multimode.

It is of interest to study the features of the formation of
forbidden bands in MCs based on YIG waveguides with the
periodically modulated width and spatial intensity distribu-
tion of spin-wave excitations at different frequencies. Mag-
nonic crystals based on waveguides typically consist of
connected regular and periodic waveguide structures having
different eigenwave spectra, the waves being excited by
microstrip antennas located in the regular waveguide.

We consider an irregular YIG waveguide consisting of
two sections connected with a YIG waveguide with a linearly

changing width. The first section is a broad waveguide in
which spin waves are excited by a microstrip antenna. The
second section is an MC based on a narrow waveguide with a
periodically modulated width. The waveguide with the
variable width serves as a conforming element [79] and can
be used to control the mode composition of spin waves
propagating in the MC region [28, 80].

The spatial distribution of wave amplitudes can be
measured by different methods, for example, with the help
of microwave probes. However, as the dimensions of the
waveguides decrease (below 500 mm), the spatial resolution of
probe methods becomes insufficient. At present, the spatial
and temporal characteristics of waves in micrometer and
submicrometer waveguides are often studied by the method
of Mandelshtam±Brillouin scattering (MBS) from magnetic
excitations in ferromagnetic structures [81]. Below, we present
the results of MBS studies of the formation of forbidden
bands and multimode propagation of MSWs in one-dimen-
sional MCs in different frequency regions.

Magnonic crystals were fabricated using a 10 mm thick
single-crystal YIG film with the saturation magnetization
4pM0 � 1350G grown on a 500 mm thickGGG substrate. On
the GGG film surface, an irregular waveguide for magneto-
static waves was fabricated by the laser scribing method [28],
by connecting two regular waveguides of widths w0 � 2000
and 353 mm via the waveguide region with linearly changing
width (Fig. 11). Laser cutting was performed with an
ytterbium-doped fiber laser emitting 1060 nm, 25 ns, and
0.05 mJ pulses at a pulse repetition rate of 20 kHz. In the
narrow waveguide, a one-dimensional MC was similarly
fabricated with a periodic sequence of rectangular cuts at its
edges and sizes shown at the top of Fig. 11.

The total length of the irregular waveguide was 6 mm and
the length of the narrow waveguide with the MC was 5 mm.
Magnetostatic waves were excited by microstrip antennas of
spin waves 30 mm in width and 3 mm in length. The input
antenna was located in the broad part of the irregular
waveguide at a distance of 1.5mm from the plane correspond-
ing to the beginning of a periodic structure in the narrow
waveguide. The output antenna was located in the narrow
part of the waveguide at the distance h � 5mm from the input
antenna. The waveguide with the MC was placed into an
external homogeneous magnetic field H0 � 440 Oe oriented
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in the waveguide plane along the axis of the antennas. In the
irregular waveguide with the MC, surface MSWs were
excited.

The elements of the scattering matrix of the MC
(S parameters) were measured in the microwave range with
a vector circuit analyzer. Figure 12 shows the results of
measuring the S parameters of the MC for the input
microwave signal power Pin � ÿ30 dB to exclude the
influence of three-magnon decay processes of spin waves.
The dispersion characteristic of MSWs (Fig. 12a) was found
from the measured phase incursion j� f � of the MSW
between microstrip antennas in accordance with the relation
k� f � � j� f �=h. Figure 12b presents the results of measure-
ments of the frequency transmission coefficient S21� f �.

The dependence S21� f � contains three characteristic
frequency regions with different MSW attenuation levels.
Region I, with the strong attenuation levelÿ50 dB, is located
near the beginning of the MSW spectrum with wave
numbers k � 100 cmÿ1. Region III, with the central
frequency f3 � 2:608 GHz and attenuation level ÿ60 dB,
corresponds to MSWs with the wave number k � 240 cmÿ1.
Regions I and III are separated by region II, in which MSWs
propagate with a relatively weak attenuation (S12 � ÿ30 dB).
The measurement of the dispersion characteristic of the MC
shows that region III corresponds to MSWs with wave
numbers close to the wave number kB of the first Bragg
forbidden band, k � kB � p=L � 257 cmÿ1. The mechanism
of the appearance of region I with strong attenuation is
caused by themultimode composition of propagatingMSWs.

The spatial distribution of the MSW intensity in the MC
at different frequencies upon excitation by 200 ns microwave
pulses with the pulse repetition period Ti � 1:5 ms and
different powers was studied by the MBS method. The
irregular waveguide was scanned with a different spatial
resolution, DyDz � 0:05� 0:03 mm. The intensity of light
scattered by spin waves was determined from the relation
I�y; z; t� / jm�y; z; t�j2, where m�y; z; t� is the MSW ampli-
tude.

Figure 13 shows the space±frequency distribution of the
integrated intensity

I� f; y�
I0� f � �

� Ti

0

� w0

0

I� f; y; z; t�
I0� f � dz dt ;

where I0� f � is the integrated intensity measured in the cross
section y � 0 at a specified frequency f. We note that the
onset of the MC in the narrow waveguide corresponds to the
coordinate yMC � 0:25 mm. Figure 13 demonstrates two
frequency regions with strong spatial MSW attenuation, the
positions of these regions at the frequency scale correspond-
ing to regions I and III in Fig. 12b. Forbidden bands are
formed in this case at a distance of about 1 mm from theMC,
which fits about 10 periods of the structure. Thus, the spatial
formation of forbidden bands occurs due to the scattering of
MSWs by the periodic edges of the waveguide.

The spatial distribution of spin waves in an MC is
characterized by the integrated intensity

I�y; z� �
� Ti

0

I�y; z; t� dt :

The distribution I�y; z� showed that MSW modes with the
transverse amplitude distribution sin �npz=w0�, n � 1; 3; . . . ;
propagate at all frequencies in the regular part of the narrow
waveguide up to the beginning of the MC �y < yMC�. The
main contribution to the formation of the spatial intensity
distribution of spin waves is introduced by modes with n � 1
and 3. In the waveguide under study, the regime of multi-
mode excitation and propagation of MSWs in the MC is
realized [82].

Figures 14a±c show spatial distributions of the integrated
intensity I�y; z� of MSWs measured at frequencies f1, f2, and
f3. The transverse intensity distributions in the broad and
narrow parts of the waveguide (in the cross sections y � 0:70
and 0.76 mm) are shown in the right part of the figure.

At all frequencies in the MC region, a regular spatial
MSW intensity distribution is formed due to the super-
position of incident and scattered modes with different
mode indices n. The intensity distribution is almost sym-
metric with respect to the longitudinal MC axis, i.e., n takes
odd values.

We note that the mode composition of propagating
MSWs can be controlled by changing the waveguide width:
the axial symmetry breaking of the structure leads to the
formation of even width modes. However, if the axial
symmetry is preserved as the film waveguide width changes,
the mode composition of propagating MSWs remains
invariable.

We first consider regions I and III, corresponding to the
forbidden bands (Figs 14a, c). We introduce the coefficient of
reflection of the wave with a number n from one period of the
MC, Gn � �k0n ÿ k1n�=�k0n � k1n�, where k0n and k1n are the
wave numbers of the MSW at the frequency f with the
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number n in the waveguide with respective widths w0 and
w1 � w0 ÿ 2a. The estimates of Gn for the MC under study
performed by the dispersion characteristics of MSWs for
width-restricted waveguides [76, 77] show that the spatial
modulation of waveguide edges in region I (Fig. 14a) cannot
be considered small. The spatial intensity distribution
essentially depends on the intermode coupling of waves with
different indices n and their scattering from waveguide
boundaries. These mechanisms cause a rapid spatial decay
of MSWs and the formation of a broad forbidden band.

In frequency region III (Fig. 14c), the reflection coefficient
Gn decreases, and theMSW intensity is redistributed from the
MC edges to its longitudinal axis. The efficiency of MSW

scattering from periodical waveguide edges decreases; during
wave propagation, the profile of the transverse intensity
distribution I�y; z� approaches the distribution sin2 �pz=w0�
for the fundamental mode, and a forbidden Bragg band is
realized.

In frequency region II (Fig. 14b), MSWs propagate with a
weak decay, and the transverse intensity distribution is
multimode.

We note that as the signal frequency increases from f1 to
f3, the transverse MSW intensity distribution I�z� in the
waveguide transforms such that the number and positions of
maxima change with respect to the longitudinal axis of the
waveguide, i.e., the mode composition of propagating waves
changes.

Figures 14d, e show the numerically calculated character-
istics of a spin wave propagating in a YIG waveguide with
periodically modulated boundaries for the input signal
frequency 2.5 GHz. The numerical simulation was per-
formed by solving the Landau±Lifshitz±Gilbert equation by
the FDTD method [55]. The decay parameter for the
Landau±Lifshitz±Gilbert equation was set equal to a �
5� 10ÿ5 [83, 84]. The exchange constant for the YIG film
was Aex � 3:614� 10ÿ12 J mÿ1. The amplitude of the
dynamic magnetization component in the excitation region
(at the left boundary of the calculation region) Bext � 10ÿ7 T
was below the nonlinear effect threshold [36]. Numerical
simulation was performed by specifying a region with a
continuously increasing decay parameter near the right
boundary of the calculation region to reduce the influence of
the reflected spin wave on the signal propagation dynamics in
the YIG waveguide.

Color in Fig. 14d shows the distribution jmxj2 in the
calculation region in the established regime for t � 250 ns.
The type of the distribution jmxj2 is in good agreement with
experimental results (Fig. 14b). The dependences jmxj2 are
presented in the broad and narrow parts of the irregular
waveguide. Three maxima in the transverse distribution jmxj2
can be identified in the narrow region (233 mm in width) and
four maxima in the broad region (353 mm in width).

Thus, the features of the multimode propagation of
MSWs in an irregular YIG waveguide with a periodically
modulated width formed from a YIG film by laser scribing
were studied by the MBS method in magnetic materials. It
was shown that the mode composition of propagatingMSWs
can be controlled by varying the waveguide width. Breaking
the axial symmetry of the structure leads to the formation of
even width modes. If the axial symmetry is preserved when
changing the width of the film waveguide, the mode
composition of propagating MSWs does not change.

The mode composition of an MSW propagating in an
irregular waveguide was determined in a numerical experi-
ment. The forbidden band in the low-frequency region is
formed due to the intermode interaction of MSWs. The
second nontransmission band corresponds to the forbidden
Bragg band of an MC with a weakly periodically modulated
boundary. The mode interaction effects should be taken into
account in the construction of mathematical models of one-
dimensional MCs and the fabrication of frequency-selective
devices based on them.

3.2 Lumped systems (resonators)
3.2.1 Defect modes. One important problem in practical
applications of MCs is the relation of parameters of
forbidden bands in the spectrum of spin waves to different
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types of imperfections of a periodic structure, which can be
purposely produced or appear randomly for technological
reasons. The theoretical consideration of MC properties
whose periodicity is violated by random variations in MC
parameters [85]; the modulation of not one but a few
parameters [86]; the inhomogeneity of the distribution of
dissipative parameters [87]; and the quality, profile, and finite
thickness of boundaries between MC regions with different
magnetic parameters [88, 89] have shown that these factors
affect the width of nontransmission bands. It was also shown
theoretically that a local change in the thickness of one of the
layers in a one-dimensional MC leads to the appearance of
discrete levels in the nontransmission band at frequencies
corresponding to the spin wave length that is a multiple of the
doubled thickness of the defect layer [72, 90, 91]. Defect
modes have been experimentally observed for both one-
dimensional [92] and two-dimensional [93] MCs with struc-
tural defects.

Figure 15 shows photographs of defect regions and
surface profiles for such crystals. As a whole, the conditions
of defect mode formation are consistent with the excitation
conditions of Bragg resonators [94] relating the wavelength to
the characteristic size of the defect region in the wave
propagation direction.

Figure 16 shows the typical transfer spectrum S21� f � of
the model delay line for spin waves based on a one-
dimensional defect-free MC. When the longitudinal size Ldef

of the defect is a multiple of the period L of the surface
structure, defect modes are manifested in the form of a
reduction in spin wave losses (with respect to losses in a
defect-free MC) in a narrow frequency region within the non-
transmission B1 band (see inset 1 in Fig. 16) and less distinctly
in the B2 band. We note that the type of defect (groove or
cusp, Figs 15c, d) does not significantly affect the position of
the defect mode. At the same time, in the case of a `phase
jump' structural defect (Fig. 15e), the defect mode appears
only in the B2 band (see the inset 3 in Fig. 16).

It has been shown that under parametric instability
conditions, defect modes demonstrate bistability [95], which
is manifested in the ambiguity of the dependence of the
transmission S21� f � and reflection S11� f � coefficients on the
change in the input signal power Pin (Fig. 17). In this case,
the thresholds of the parametric instability and bistability at
the defect mode frequency are lower than the thresholds of
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the parametric instability of spin waves in the MC at all
other frequencies, which demonstrates the field amplification
at the defect mode. We note that the defect mode does not
appear upon increasing the pump supercriticality (Fig. 18),
and Bragg resonances disappear as the pump power
increases further [96].

3.2.2 Finite array of oscillators. The study of diverse magnetic
micro- and nanostructures for applications in spintronics and
magnetic logic is attracting considerable attention [8, 9, 97±
101]. The magnetization dynamics of such structures depend
on the parameters of an MC representing a `transmitting'
medium for a spin wave. Such magnonic crystals [102, 103]
can be formed, for example, by the introduction of periodic
structures such as magnetic dots, strips, and dielectric
inclusions [2, 104±106].

The problem of spin wave scattering by an infinite system
of magnetic and nonmagnetic cylindrical inclusions was
studied in [43, 107±113]. In particular, it was shown that
under certain conditions, at inclusion boundaries, edge spin
waves are excited that have a propagation nonreciprocity
with respect to an external magnetic field and magnetization
direction (Fig. 19). It was predicted that edge spin waves can
exist in different magnetic structures, such as ferromagnetic
islets, discs and rings, and semi-infinite systems of dipole-

bounded magnetic columns [114±118]. In these papers,
systems with infinite or semi-infinite perturbations were
considered and therefore the study of the properties of
systems for spatially bounded perturbations is of special
interest.

This section is devoted to a theoretical study of the
propagation of a direct bulk magnetostatic wave [36] in a
metallized ferromagnetic plate (matrix) containing an array
of a finite number of ferromagnetic cylindrical inclusions [42].
We consider a ferromagnetic matrix of thickness d with a
saturation magnetization M 0

s (see Fig. 2). Cylindrical inclu-
sions of radius R consist of a ferromagnetic material with a
saturationmagnetizationM 1

s . An externalmagnetic fieldHext

is applied along the z axis normally to the matrix.
The solution is obtained by the multiple scattering

method described in Section 2.2.1. The distribution of the
real part of the magnetostatic potential of a spin wave
scattered by the system of inclusions shown in Fig. 20
depends on the wave parameter k 0

r R12 and the size of the
inclusion cluster. For the small wave parameter k 0

r R12 9 p,
the distribution has the form of a spiral (Fig. 20a). For the
large wave parameter k 0

r R12 0 p (Fig. 20b), Bragg inter-
ference between potentials scattered by different inclusions
is manifested. The spiral type of the potential distribution of
the scattered spin wave in Fig. 20 is observed due to the
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antisymmetry of the magnetic permeability tensor m
$�o� of

the ferromagnet, manifested in a violation of the reciprocity
of the scattering matrix, Tm�o� 6� Tÿm�o�, of an isolated
inclusion. Omitting cumbersome calculations, the expres-
sion for the component of the magnetic potential
C scat

kj �rj;fj� of the scattered spin wave can be written in

the convenient form

C scat
kj �rj;fj� �

1

4
e �k�U �k�j H1�k 0

r rj�

� ÿC scat�c�
k cosfj �C scat�s�

k sinfj

�
; �24�

where the amplitudes at the cosine and sine are

C scat�c�
k � i

�
T1

l�1�k

� Tÿ1
l�ÿ1�k

�
�25�

C scat�s�
k � ÿ

�
T1

l�1�k

ÿ Tÿ1
l�ÿ1�k

�
:

The spiral form of the potential distribution for the scattered
spin wave is mainly determined by the sine amplitude. This is
most clearlymanifested in the scattering of a spin wave by one
isolated inclusion when the sine amplitude is proportional to
the difference T1 ÿ Tÿ1.

A study of the frequency characteristics of four circularly
arranged inclusions shows that the amplitude 1=l�m�k of the
kth eigenmode can have several resonances with frequencies
andQ factors that can greatly depend on the inclusion cluster
radius for closely or almost closely packed inclusions in the
cluster. Such resonance features make the circular cluster of
four ferromagnetic inclusions inside the ferromagnetic matrix
a specific Fabry±Perot interferometer for filtering spin waves.
The resonance behavior of Re �1=l�ÿ1�4 � for the inclusion
radius R � 1:8 mm and two distances between nearest inclu-
sions R12 � 6:2 and 6.6 mm is shown in Fig. 21a. Figure 21b
shows the dependence of the resonance Q factor on the
distance R12 between nearest inclusions, reaching the max-
imum value Q � 106 for R � 1:8 mm and R12 � 5:9 mm. For
comparison, we note that the peak value of the resonance
Q factor forU �4� with the multipole indexm � 0 isQ � 5000.

In this section, we have presented theoretical calculations
of the multiple scattering of a magnetostatic spin wave
propagating in a metalized ferromagnetic film with a finite
number of cylindrical ferromagnetic inclusions. We restricted
ourselves to the case where the external magnetic field is
perpendicular to the surface of the metalized matrix film and
the saturation magnetizations of the matrix and inclusion are
different. The multiple scattering method can be applied to
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arbitrarily arranged inclusions of arbitrary sizes. The analytic
solution obtained for four identical inclusionswith the centers
arranged periodically along a circle showed the presence of
eigenmodes of the Bloch wave type with theQ factor reaching
106, which makes this structure a Fabry±Perot interferometer
filter for spin waves. The theory can be extended to other
types of inclusions, for example, metal or dielectric ones.

3.3 Irregular waveguide systems
Planar waveguide systems based on thinYIG films are used as
base elements in diverse devices of functional magnetoelec-
tronics [7]. At present, the space±time dynamics ofmagnetiza-
tion waves, the three-magnon decay processes of magneto-
static waves, and the parametric excitation of spin waves are
being extensively studied byMBS spectroscopy [15, 119, 120].
However, the dynamics of these processes in longitudinally
irregular transversely restricted structures have not been
studied so far. This section is devoted to MBS studies of the
excitation of surface MSWs in such structures.

For these studies, we developed a planar longitudinally
irregular ferrite waveguide (Fig. 22a) consisting of two
longitudinally regular waveguides with different widths
connected with each other via matching regions with linearly
changing widths. The waveguide was fabricated by the laser
scribing method from a 10 mm thick YIG film with the
saturation magnetization 4pM0 � 1350 G. MSSWs were
excited with two parallel 0.25mm thick microstrip antennas
(MSAs) 4mm in length and 30 mminwidth separated by 5mm
on an Al2O3 substrate. The waveguide was placed above

MSAs such that the antennas were in broad parts of the
waveguide at a distance of 1 mm from narrow regions. This
structure was placed in an external homogeneous magnetic
fieldH0 � 490Oe. Thewaveguide dimensions, the coordinate
system, and the mutual orientation of the magnetic field and
MSAs are shown in Fig. 22a. Microwave pulses 200 ns in
duration with the power Pin and the carrier frequency f were
supplied to the input MSA. To avoid waveguide heating by
the microwave signal, the pulse repetition period was 1 ms.
The components of the scattering matrix of the waveguide
and the frequency dependences of the group delay time of the
MSSWs were measured with a microwave circuit analyzer.

The choice of a longitudinally irregular waveguide and the
placement of the antennas in broad parts of the waveguide
were made with the aim of spatially separating two para-
metric SW excitation processes: excitation of SWs at the
frequency f=2 by fields of the input MSA and excitation of
SWs during three-magnon MSSW decay processes. For
spatially inhomogeneous pump fields, the development of
parametric processes is determined by the threshold power
density Wth of the MSSW [36] in a given waveguide region.
For an irregular waveguide, the power density W at a fixed
input power Pin and excitation of MSSWs in its broad part
increase during the propagation of MSSWs from the broad
waveguide to the narrow one (in the absence of wave decay).

The space±time distribution of the amplitude of high-
frequency magnetizations m�t; y; z� of MSSWs and SWs at
different frequencies was studied by the MBS method. The
waveguide surface was scanned by a focused laser beam with
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the diameter 20±30 mm and the spectrum and intensity of
inelastically scattered light I�t; y; z� � jm�t; y; z�j2 were mea-
sured [15]. The scan was performed with a step of 0.1 mm
along the y axis (24 points) and a step of 0.03 mm along the
z axis (13 points). Figure 22a shows a schematic of the MBS
method, the scan region (dashed lines), and the scattering
spectrum containing only the Stokes component (inset).

Figure 22b presents the frequency dependences of the
transmission coefficient S21 and the group delay time t of the
MSSW for the power Pin considerably lower than the three-
magnon decay threshold. The MSSW was excited in the
frequency range from f?� g

���������������������������������
H0�H0� 4pM0�

p �2:66 GHz
to fm� g�H0�2pM0�� 3:26 GHz, where g � 2:8 GHz kOeÿ1

is the gyromagnetic ratio. The low signal decay level (ÿ13 dB)
and the absence of resonance peaks demonstrate good
matching between parts of the longitudinally irregular
waveguide. Numbers 1 and 2 in the dependence S21 indicate
frequencies f at which further measurements were performed
[ f � 2:872 GHz (1) and f � 2:981 GHz (2)].

Figure 23 shows the spatial distributions of the light
intensity I�y; z� � � T0 I�t; y; z� dt obtained by combining the
results of measurements at frequencies f (MSSW) and f=2
(SW). The dashed straight line indicates the narrow wave-
guide onset.

In the narrow regular waveguide at a frequency f , the
magnetization m�t; y; z� is the superposition of n MSSW
modes with wave numbers kn and amplitudes depending on
z as an�z� � An sin �npz=b�, where An is a coefficient deter-
mined by the excitation field configuration at the input of the
narrow waveguide [121, 122]. An analysis of the experimental
spatial intensity distribution at the frequency f � 2:872 GHz
(Fig. 23a) showed that it corresponds to the superposition of
MSSW modes with n � 1 and 2 and the beat length
L � 0:55 mm. The calculation of eigenmodes and the

corresponding wave numbers [121] for a uniformly magne-
tized narrow regular waveguide gave the values of wave
numbers 260 and 378 cmÿ1 and the beat length L �
2p=jk1 ÿ k2j � 0:56 mm, in good agreement with experimen-
tal results.

The spatial distribution I�y; z� for parametrically excited
SWs at the frequency f=2 is shown in Fig. 23a. For Pin � 0,
the power density W does not exceed the threshold in the
region to the left of the narrow waveguide input, and the SWs
are not excited. Inside the narrow waveguide, the SWs are
excited near its side boundaries, and themaxima of the spatial
distribution of the SWs do not coincide with the maxima of
the spatial distribution of theMSSWs. At the top of Fig. 23a,
the time dependences I�t� at a frequency f are shown as
obtained at two spatial points: in the region of the local
maximum of the spatial MSSW distribution and in the region
of the local maximum of the SW spatial distribution (near the
waveguide edge). We can see that for a given input power and
microwave pulse duration, a characteristic `chip' in the time
dependence is observed only in the spatial SW excitation
region.

In our opinion, this effect is explained by the following
factors. For a broad ferrite film �d=b5 1�magnetized with an
external magnetic film H0 along the z axis, the internal
magnetic field Hi coincides with H0 and is homogeneous. As
the ratio d=b increases, the inhomogeneity of Hi near the
waveguide edges should be taken into account. The size D of
the spatial region along the z axis, where the magnetic fieldHi

depends on z and considerably decreases toward the wave-
guide edges, can be estimated from the solution of the
corresponding magnetostatic problem [123]. For the ratio
d=b � 0:04, the estimate gives D � 25 mm. The size of these
regions is small compared with the narrow waveguide width
�2D=b5 1�, and they hardly affect the characteristics of the
MSSWmodes. For SWs propagating along the z axis with the
wave number k � 104 cmÿ1 [119], the condition kD5 1 is
satisfied, and the dispersion characteristics and boundary
frequencies of the SW spectrum are determined by the
magnetic field strength Hi�z� at the given spatial point. In
this spatial region, the boundary frequencies of the SW
spectrum shift to lower frequencies with respect to the
boundary frequencies in the rest of the narrow waveguide,
whereHi � H0. This leads to a decrease in the wave numbers
k of SWs at the frequency f=2, a decrease in their decay, and
therefore to a reduction in the threshold power densities Wth

[36] of three-magnon MSSW decay processes near the edges
of the narrow waveguide.

The spatial magnetization distribution at the frequency
f � 2:981 GHz (Fig. 23b) for y > 1:4 mm corresponds to an
superposition ofMSSWmodes with n � 1 and 2 and the beat
length L � 0:4 mm. At the onset of the narrow waveguide
(0.2 mm < y < 1.4 mm), a region is observed in which the
magnetization distribution has amore complicated character.
The calculation of wave numbers gives k1 � 411 cmÿ1,
k2 � 535 cmÿ1, and the beat length L � 0:5 mm. A shift of
the spatial magnetization distribution to the longitudinal axis
of the waveguide is observed. For y < 1=4 mm, the MSSW
experiences an additional nonlinear decay due to three-
magnon decay processes. In the spatial distribution of SWs
at the frequency f=2, the two spatial regions of efficient SW
excitation are displaced from the waveguide edges to its
longitudinal axis. The local SW maxima do not coincide
with the local maxima of the MSSW distribution either. At
the top of Fig. 23b, the dependences I�t� at the frequency f
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are shown for two spatial points chosen as described above.
We can see that at a point near the waveguide edge, the three-
magnonMSSWdecay also proceeds at lower threshold power
densities. For y < 1:4 mm, theMSSW power density is below
the threshold at any waveguide point, SWs are not excited,
and the MSSW propagates with the linear decay.

Thus, the spatial distribution of MSSW and SW
magnetizations at different frequencies was obtained by the
MBS method. It is shown that in a longitudinally irregular
ferrite film waveguide, the MSSW decay at frequencies for
which three-magnon decay processes are allowed occurs
most efficiently near the narrow waveguide edges, where
threshold levels are minimal. The spatial position of local
MSSW maxima in a narrow waveguide is determined by the
spatial beats of the two lowest modes and the position of SW
local maxima is determined by the distribution of the
inhomogeneous internal magnetic field Hi�z� of the narrow
waveguide.

3.4 Coupled waveguide systems
3.4.1 Laterally coupled waveguides. Coupled planar ferrite
waveguides based on thin YIG films are of interest because
they can provide the control of propagation characteristics of
surface and volume waves propagating in them and exhibit
diverse linear and nonlinear phenomena [26]. Coupled YIG-
based structures were studied, for example, in [124±126]. The
functional processing of microwave signals is performed, in
particular, in devices providing data-flow multiplexing and
demultiplexing based on different directional couples: wave-
guide, microstrip, etc. An analogue of such devices in
magneto-electronics is given by systems based on two or
more laterally coupled ferrite waveguides. The main para-
meters of couplers are the frequency range, the power transfer
coefficient, and the coupling strength. Below, we consider the
state of laterally coupled YIG waveguides in a structure [127]
that can be used as a base element for different magneto-
electronic devices controlled by the external permanent
magnetic field: waveguides, filters, and couplers [7].

The structure shown in Fig. 24 consists of two coupled
10 mm thick YIG waveguides on a 500 mm thick GGG
substrate. The width of each of the waveguides separated by
the distance d � 40 mm is a � 200 mm. We considered the

excitation and propagation of anMSSW in the film along the
z axis. The external magnetic field oriented along the positive
direction of the y axis was 600 Oe.

By modifying the method for numerical calculation of
electrodynamic characteristics of ferrite structures with a
complex cross section [47], we calculated dispersion curves
for the first three symmetric and antisymmetric width modes
of the structure under study. We studied the dependence of
dispersion characteristics on the distance d between the
waveguides. For a small change in the parameter d at
relatively small absolute values, some discrepancy was
observed between dispersion curves in the region of low
frequencies and, accordingly, small wave numbers for both
symmetric and antisymmetric modes of the coupled ferrite
structure. It is shown that as d increases to values comparable
to or greater than the width of the waveguides themselves,
dispersion characteristics approach those for a single wave-
guide 200 mm wide. As the frequency increases, the field is
more and more localized on the film surface.

The space±time characteristics of the signal propagation
through the structure were obtained by Mandelshtam±
Brillouin spectroscopy. It has been shown that the signal
can be completely transferred from one film to another at
frequencies close to the ferromagnetic resonance frequency
in the magnetized film (Fig. 25). The results of numerical
simulation are in good agreement with experimental data.

3.4.2 Coupled structures based on magnonic crystals. The
presence of forbidden bands in the spectrum of spin waves
allows the development of MC-based magnetic-field-tunable
devices for microwave signal processing and generation [128,
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129]. One efficient method for controlling characteristics of
forbidden bands in such devices can be based on the use of
periodic structures of coupledmagnonic crystals [130, 131]. In
the case of two ferromagnetic waveguide structures, their
coupling leads to the appearance of fast and slow waves
propagating with different group and phase velocities whose
characteristics can be controlled by varying the coupling
strength [132, 133].

Using the coupled-wave method (see Section 2.2.1), an
approach was developed for calculating the dispersion
dependences for MSWs in coupled structures such as two
magnonic crystals and a magnonic crystal±ferrite film based
on wave equations for each MC. As an example, in Fig. 26a,
we present the calculated dependences of the width and
position of forbidden bands in the MSW spectrum in a
structure of two coupled MCs on the phase shift
c � �2p=L�Y between MCs in the propagation direction of
the waves (L is the structure period andY is the shift between
periods).

It follows from the results presented in Fig. 26a that for
c > 0, the first Bragg resonance band in the system contains
three forbidden bands: G1, G2, and G3. For 0 < c < 0:5, the
upper G1 and lower G2 forbidden bands narrow with
increasing c, while the middle band G3 broadens. In the
range 0:5 < c < 1, the upper G1 and lower G2 bands
broaden, while the middle band G3 narrows. The widths of
G1 and G2 achieve their maxima at c � 0 and 1, while the
width of G3 is maximal at c � 0:5. The central frequencies of
the forbidden bands do not shift.

Figure 26b shows the amplitude±frequency characteristic
(AFC) for the MC±MC structure in which periods are
displaced with respect to each other. We can see from
Fig. 26b that in the frequency range 2.2±2.4 GHz, the AFC
exhibits three characteristic decay regions, G1, G2, and G3,
corresponding to forbidden bands in Fig. 26a.We note that in

the case of a singleMC, only one forbidden band exists in this
range.

Figure 26c shows dispersion curves calculated using the
COMSOL software (at the left of the figure) and the
experimental AFC of the coupled MC±ferromagnetic-film
structure (at the right of the figure). Curves 1 0 and 2 0

correspond to slow direct and counter waves, while curves 1
and 2 correspond to fast direct and counter waves. A
comparison of numerical simulations with experimental
data in Fig. 26c shows that the decay regions in the AFC (at
the right of the figure) are in good agreement in frequency
with calculations of the central frequencies of forbidden
bands G1, G2, and G3. A small discrepancy exists about
20 MHz for the low-frequency band G3.

Nonlinear effects in the structure of coupledMCs are a set
of nonlinear effects in coupled homogeneous films [132, 133]
and a singleMC.Upon excitation of both normal waves at the
forbidden band frequency, the effect of `double nonlinear
switching' occurs. For the pulse amplitude at the MC1 input
A01 < An1, the pulse is reflected, whereas the pulse with the
amplitude A01 > An1 propagates through the MC±MC
structure (as in the case of a single MC). If A01 < An2, this
pulse can be transferred toMC2, while forA01 > An2, it is not
transferred to MC2 and escapes from MC1 (as in the case of
coupled homogeneous films) [133, 134]. The values of the
amplitudes An1 and An2 corresponding to switching points
depend on the coupling parameter in this structure.

The effect of double nonlinear switching observed in
coupled MCs can be used for the development of multi-
functional devices based on the MC±MC structure. In
particular, a communication line containing coupled MCs
can operate as a nonlinear directional coupler in which,
depending on the input power, the pulse can escape through
one of the four ports of the coupled structure (Fig. 27a).
Figure 27b shows the transfer characteristics of waves in
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MC1 and MC2 for a frequency lying at the center of one of
the forbidden bands. Three characteristic regions can be
distinguished as follows: region 1: most of the power
escapes through port 3; region 2: most of the power escapes
through port 4; and region 3: most of the power escapes
through port 2.

Thus, we showed that the resonance properties of
structures based on coupled MCs can be controlled, which
can be used for the development of rejection and band filters,
filters for separating channels, nonlinear couplers, and multi-
plexors.

3.5 Controllable magnetic structures
3.5.1 Multiferroid structures based on magnonic crystals and
ferroelectrics. Another method for controlling the character-
istics of forbidden bands in MCs, along with applying a
magnetic field, is the use of MC±ferroelectric (MC±FE)
mutiferroid structures [135, 136]. The behavior of the
dispersion characteristics in such a structure is determined
not only by the coupling between the direct and counter
magnetostatic waves in theMC resulting in the appearance of
forbidden bands but also by the coupling between the MSW
and an electromagnetic wave (EMW) in the FE, which
depends on the electric field strength applied to the FE. In
this case, the double (electric and magnetic) control of the
characteristics of forbidden bands becomes possible [135,
136].

We note that the first studies of waves propagating in a
layered ferromagnetic-film±ferroelectric (FM±FE) multifer-
roid structure were performed in the 1980s [137, 138]. For
large values of the FE permittivity, which depends on the
applied permanent electric field, electromagnetic waves in
the FE are strongly slowed down, and in this case hybrid
electromagnetic±spin waves (HEMSWs) appear in the FM±
FE structure at frequencies close to the phase matching
frequency for EMWs and MSWs. These structures have

recently attracted renewed interest [139±141] in connection
with the development of technologies for fabricating
ceramic ferroelectrics [barium titanate (BaTiO3), strontium
titanate (SrTiO3)] with the permittivity variable in a broad
range.

We note that the wave hybridization effects in FM±FE
structures are presently investigated quite thoroughly upon
excitation of different types of MSWs [137, 140], and the
possibility of developing doubly controlled microwave
devices based on them has been shown [137, 142].

The structure under study consists of a one-dimensional
MC and an FE layer. The magnonic crystal is made of a
ferromagnetic film with a saturation magnetization M0 and
an inhomogeneous, grooved surface. A permanent magnetic
field is applied normally to the film surface. The FE layer with
a permittivity e is placed into an external electric field E.

Using the approach described in Section 2.2.1 in the
linear case, we can obtain the dispersion equation for hybrid
waves in the MC±FE structure [136]. Figure 28a presents
solutions of the dispersion equation for direct and counter
EMWs in the FE in the absence of coupling between these
waves (dotted curves); for direct and counter MSWs in the
MC in the absence of coupling between these waves (dashed
curves); and for HEMSWs in the MC±FE structure (solid
curves).

We can see that five points of intersection of these curves
exist (points A, B, A0, B 0, M) in which the hybridization of
these types of waves can be observed. Due to hybridization of
the waves at points B, B 0, and M, two forbidden bands are
formed (in contrast to one forbidden band in the region of the
first Bragg resonance for a single MC). The first forbidden
band (band c, a darker area in Fig. 28a) is formed near the
point M. For the small permittivity e, the central frequency
and width of the first forbidden band coincide with those of
the forbidden band of a single MC. The second forbidden
band is formed near points B and B 0 (band d, the darker area
in Fig. 28a).

Experiments were performed using anMCmade of a YIG
plate with the surface covered by grooves [143]. The ferro-
electric layer was a BK-8 plate with chrome electrodes
deposited on both of its sides for applying a control voltage.
Experimental and theoretical dependences of the central
frequencies of forbidden bands on e are compared in
Fig. 28b. Circles and squares show the experimental central
frequencies of respective forbidden bands c and d. The inset in
Fig. 28b shows the experimental dependence of e on the
applied voltage U.
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It is interesting to study the structure consisting of two
coupled MCs, similar to that described in Section 3.4.2 but
different in that the space between the MCs is filled with an
FE layer. In this case, the coupling between MCs can be
electrically controlled. In the MC±FE±MC structure, five
forbidden bands are formed, three of which are formed by
the interaction of MSWs and EMWs and two by the
interaction only between MSWs. Figure 29 shows the
dependences of the width and position of all forbidden
bands on the permittivity e. We can see that for small e,
two forbidden bands c and e are formed (light regions),
which are analogous to forbidden bands in a thick and thin
MC, and the width of these bands is independent of e. As e
increases at a fixed magnetic field strength, the other three
forbidden bands d, f, and g appear (dark regions), with the
widths increasing with increasing e. We note that in the case
of the MC±FE structure, only two forbidden bands c and d
are formed (see the top of Fig. 29).

3.5.2 T-shaped power divider. Information signals are
transferred in telecommunication systems through wave-
guides with complex configurations. For example, T-shaped
optical waveguides are made in the form of a defect in a two-
dimensional photonic crystal [144]. The main advantage of
this structure is that it can be used as an optical switch with
small radiation losses due to inhomogeneities in the
propagation direction of the electromagnetic wave [145].
T-shaped structures in the form of a defect in a two-
dimensional magnonic crystal were considered in [146].
However, the authors of [146] studied the propagation of
electromagnetic waves in this structure only numerically.
The experimental study of a T-shaped ferromagnetic
waveguide was performed in [147], where a T-shaped
waveguide made of a metal ferromagnetic (permalloy) was
considered and the generation of backward volume spin
waves in this structure was demonstrated. But because of the
strong decay of spin waves in a permalloy, the use of such
structures in systems for signal processing and generation
seems difficult.

A T-shaped ferromagnetic waveguide was cut out from
a YIG film by laser scribing. The YIG film, grown on a
GGG substrate by liquid-phase epitaxy, has the thickness
d � 7:7 mm, the saturation magnetization 4pM0 � 1750 Hz,
and the ferromagnetic resonance linewidth D � 0:5 Oe
measured at the frequency of 5 GHz. The T-shaped YIG
waveguide shown in Fig. 30a has the width w � 470 mm, the
`stem' length l1 � 3:5 mm, and the `beam' length l2 � 10 mm.
Magnetization waves, which are called spin waves in the
literature, are excited in the YIG film by a microstrip
transducer w � 30 mm in width with one end grounded and
the other connected to amicrowave oscillator. The microstrip
transducer creates the antinode of an alternate microwave
magnetic field, which is inhomogeneous for the YIG
waveguide. For a given width of the microstrip transducer,
magnetostatic spin waves are excited in the YIG film due to
the long-range dipole±dipole interaction existing in the
ferromagnet. The T-shaped YIG waveguide is placed
between the poles of an electromagnet producing a spatially
homogeneous permanent magnetic field H0 of the strength
1160 Oe.

The space±time distribution of the magnetization m in
the T-shaped YIG waveguide was studied with an MBS
setup. The YIG film surface was scanned with a laser beam
focal spot 20±30 mm in diameter (macro MBS) with the step
s1 � 0:05 mm in the longitudinal direction along the x axis
and with the step s2 � 0:05 mm in the transverse direction
along the y axis (Fig. 30c). Due to inelastic light scattering
by magnons, the light beam intensity I was reflected from
the waveguide changes. The measured value of I is
proportional to the magnetization amplitude modulus
squared, I�t; x; y� � jm�t; x; y�j2. Magnetostatic waves are
excited in the YIG waveguide by 500 ns microwave pulses
fed to a microstrip transducer. Simultaneously, microwave
pulses are fed into the MBS setup for measuring the light
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beam intensity. To avoid the heating of the YIG waveguide
by microwave pulses, the pulse repetition period Tr � 1:1 ms
was used. The peak power was Pp � ÿ30 dBmW, which
rules out the appearance of nonlinear processes in the YIG
waveguide.

In the first stage, the AFCs were measured for two
orientations of the external permanent magnetic field. In
both cases, this field was directed tangentially to the
T-shaped YIG waveguide surface. For the transverse magne-
tization, whenH0 is parallel to the y axis and perpendicular to
the direction of the longitudinal wave vector kx of magnetiza-
tion waves, a surface MSW is excited in the YIG film. For the
longitudinal magnetization, when H0 kxkkx, backward
volume MSWs (BVMSWs) are excited in the YIG film.

Figure 31 shows AFCs measured for the two orientations
of the fieldH0. We can see that in the case of a bounded YIG
waveguide, the MSSW and BVMSW frequency bands over-
lap in the vicinity of the frequency f?, the upper (lower)
boundary frequency of the BVMSW (MSSW) spectrum in the
infinite ferromagnetic medium. The AFCs of finite-width
ferrite waveguides show that the AFC spectra of surface and
volume waves overlap. A similar situation also appears in a
T-shaped ferrite waveguide.

To analyze these effects, T-shaped waveguides 1000 and
250 mm in width were fabricated (the results of measurements
of the AFCs of these waveguides are nor presented here). It
was found that a change in the width of the T-shaped YIG
waveguide resulted in a change in the frequency band where
the AFCs ofMSSWs and BVMSWs overlapped. As the width
of the T-shaped waveguide was increased, the overlap region
of the spectra of these waves reduced, while a decrease in the
waveguide width resulted in an increase in this region. The
overlap of MSSW and BVMSW spectra is caused by the
appearance of forward volume MSWs (FVMSWs) at fre-
quencies close to f?. The appearance of FVMSWs during the
tangential magnetization is related to the restricted width of
the YIG waveguide.

The existence of FVMSWs at frequencies in the region of
small wave numbers of theMSSW spectrumwas theoretically
predicted in [121] for a finite-width YIG waveguide. The
FVMSW spectrum does not disappear when the magnetic

field is rotated through 90� (the case of longitudinal
magnetization).

Thus, the restricted width of the YIG waveguide leads to
the formation of a frequency region in the MSSW spectrum
where volume waves with normal dispersion exist. We note
that FVMSWs exist in the cases of transverse and long-
itudinal magnetizations of a bounded YIG waveguide.

Hence, due to the shape anisotropy [36] in the T-shaped
structure, it is possible to control the width of the overlap
frequency band for MSSWs and FVMSWs [27].

We now consider spatial distributions of the magnetiza-
tion amplitude squared measured at different frequencies for
amagnetic fieldH0 directed along the y axis. The input pulsed
signal power was Pin � 5 dBm. The pulse duration was
t � 500 ns and the pulse repetition period during the MBS
scan was T � 1000 ns. Figure 32 shows the spatial distribu-
tions of themagnetization amplitude squaredmeasured in the
T-shaped YIG waveguide at frequencies f1ÿf8 indicated in
the AFC in Fig. 31 by respective circles A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
and H.

When the input signal frequency was set equal to
f1 � 5:12 GHz, f2 � 5:16 GHz, and f3 � 5:20 GHz, the
signal propagated along the supply section of the T-shaped
waveguide to the connection region of the waveguides. In
this case, the wave did not propagate to the stems of
the T-shaped waveguide behind the connection region
(Figs 32a±c). This effect can be explained by the fact
that the MSSW excitation efficiency at the frequencies f1,
f2, and f3 is rather low (as demonstrated by AFCs in
Fig. 31). Therefore, although BVMSWs can be excited in
this frequency region, the signal does not propagate to
the stems of the T-shaped waveguide.
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With the input signal frequency f4 � 5:24 GHz, the signal
begins to propagate along both stems of the T-shaped
structure. We can see that the wave propagates from the
joint site of waveguide sections over a distance not less than
2.5 mm (Fig. 32d). A detailed scan of this region in MBS
experiments gave the mode composition of radiation on the
input section of the T-shaped waveguide, where the super-
position of the first and third modes excited by a microstrip
antenna is formed. Thewaveguide propagation of radiation is
observed in the stems of the T-shaped structure. In this case,
the beating occurs between the first and second width modes
of a YIG waveguide 470 mm in width [27, 28, 80±82, 121]. As
the input signal frequency is increased further, a regime is
observed in which the wave again does not propagate into the
stems of the T-shaped waveguide (Fig. 32e). The analysis of
theMSSWAFC (point E in Fig. 31) shows that the frequency
f5 � 5:26 GHz is in the beginning of the region of the
existence of MSSWs.

When the input signal frequency is specified in the region
where (for a given external permanent magnetic field) an
MSSW can be excited, for example, at the frequency
f6 � 5:32 GHz (point F in Fig. 31), the wave branching into
the stems of the T-shaped waveguide is again observed
(Fig. 32f). In this case, the mode composition remains the
same as at the frequency f4 � 5:24 GHz. But in this case, for
the input signal frequency f6 � 5:32 GHz, the transverse size
of the wave field increases both in the input cross section and
in the stems of the T-shaped structure.

As the input signal frequency increases, the wave branch-
ing into the stems of the T-shaped waveguide ceases. When
the input signal frequency is f7 � 5:38 GHz (point G in
Fig. 31), waveguide propagation of the wave into the stems
of the structure is not observed (Fig. 32g): the wave rapidly
decays during propagation into the stem of the structure. As
the frequency of the excited MSSW increases, the field
propagation distance in the stem of the structure decreases,
as can be seen in Fig. 32h for the input signal frequency
f8 � 5:44 GHz.

We can see from results presented in Fig. 32 that for a
strictly parallel orientation of the field H0 with respect to the
y axis, magnetization waves propagate into both stems of the
T-shaped structure. With such a field configuration, the first
and third MSSW width modes are formed in the input region
of the T-shaped waveguide and excite the first and second
width modes in the stems of the structure [27]. It was found
that when the signal frequency was higher than the intersec-
tion band of the MSSW and BVMSW, excitation of
magnetization waves in both stems of the structure was not
observed. In this case, in the input region of a T-shaped YIG
waveguide, only theMSSWwidthmodes were formed, which,
upon reaching the plane of translation symmetry breaking,
did not excite wave packets in both stems of the structure. By
rotating the whole model together with the structure under
study about the unchanged direction of the external perma-
nent magnetic field, we can observe the unidirectional
branching of spin waves into the stems of the T-shaped YIG
waveguide. This fact opens up the possibility of using
microscopic YIG waveguides in adjustable couplers and
magnonic logic devices.

4. Existing devices and promising applications

The development of the physical and technological founda-
tions of microwave data processing devices based on the

propagation of spin waves in ferromagnetic films, which
covers several decades, is considered in detail in reviews
[148±158]. The frequency range of such devices, which is
determined by the choice of the material and the magnetizing
field, covers from a few tens ofMHz to a few tens ofGHz. The
effects of propagation of spinwaves are used inmany low-loss
(� 2 dB) band-transmission and band-elimination filters with
filtration bands tunable to within several gigahertz [148, 150,
153±155, 158]. Sets of MSW filters were used for the
development of multichannel detectors operating in the
frequency range from 0.5 to 18 GHz [150].

We note that the effects of anisotropic MSW propagation
can be used to fabricate spatially frequency-selective highly
rectangular filters [155].

Based on spin waves, both dispersion and dispersionless
spatial delay lines have been developed [148, 150, 155, 159].
We note that delay lines using hybrid magnetoelastic waves
can provide delays tunable in the range from 100 ns to several
microseconds [155, 156], which previously was possible only
in bulk ferrite samples with a considerably inhomogeneous
field distribution [160]. MSW-based delay lines can find
applications in phased array antennas, pulse-compression
and memory devices, and devices for separating coinciding
pulses [150].

Bragg grating [149, 151] and rectangular [151] resonators
have been developed, which can be used both for filtration
and as frequency-specifying devices in tunable microwave
oscillators. It is shown that the signal intensity can be
suppressed outside the filtration band of a Bragg resonator
by apodization [161].

The possibility of developing magnetooptical devices
based on the diffraction of light by MSWs for applications
in integrated optics is being considered [151]. Due to the
strong nonlinearity of spin waves, they can be used for the
construction of convolvers, frequency-selective limiters, and
signal-to-noise correctors [150, 151]. Considerable effort is
being devoted to the study of the possibility of using spin-
wave solitons in ferrite films in information systems [162±
164]. Although the developed devices are used in specialized
systems and measurement techniques, they are still very far
from use in mobile communication devices, which have very
rapidly developed in recent decades. This is related to
difficulties encountered in the matching of spin-wave devices
with modern integrated technologies and to the rather large
dimensions of these devices, which are a few orders of
magnitude greater than those (1:6� 1:2� 0:13 mm) of
duplex filters on surface acoustic waves [165] used in
smartphones.

Modern SW devices have large dimensions, notably
because in most cases they use the effects of propagation of
SWs with a wavelength l no less than a few tens or even
hundreds of micrometers. Therefore, the development of
physical and technological bases for spin-wave devices using
nanometer SWs is of current interest. In this connection, the
development of methods for the excitation and detection of
submicrometer and nanometer SWs is becoming a key
problem. One of the possibilities is the use of the SchloÈ mann
mechanism [167] to excite waves with the wavelength
l < 1 mm in structures with an inhomogeneous internal
field [79, 156, 160].

Recently, it was shown that SWs can be excited in a
region from 1 to 0.1 mm in size with the help of coplanar
antennas formed by lithography directly on the surface of a
submicrometer-thick ferrite film waveguide [166, 168±170]
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(Fig. 33). The necessity of using submicrometer-thick
waveguides to observe the propagation of SWs with
l < 1 mm is dictated by the dispersion properties of SWs,
which lead to a drastic decrease in the group velocity in the
wavelength region l < d [152]. We note that the use of
inductive antennas for the excitation and reception of SWs
in metal waveguides requires the placement of a dielectric
spacer with the thickness t equal to a few tens of nanometers
in thickness t between antennas and the waveguide [171±
173], which restricts the wavelength of excited waves by the
relation l < t. We also note that certain progress was
recently achieved in the development of methods for the
deposition of YIG films not related to liquid-phase epitaxy
[170, 174±178], which enhances the outlook for the devel-
opment of YIG-based integrated SW devices.

The possibility of fabricating microwave modulators
based on one-side metallized magnonic crystals was demon-
strated in [179±185]. Such structures belong to media with
broken invariance with respect to the time and coordinate
transformations and can support the propagation of waves
with a nonreciprocal dispersion law. Because the dispersion
laws for the incident and reflected waves in an MC are
different, forbidden bands appear at frequencies satisfying
the generalized Bragg condition [182]. In this case, depend-
ing on the dielectric gap between the metal and MC and
structure parameters, the suppression [179±181] and shift
[183, 184] of forbidden-band frequencies can be observed in
the MC, which can be used to control microwave signal
parameters [185].

The possibility of creating magnetic logic [186±199] and
memory [199±202] devices based on the interference of spin
waves has been actively studied in recent years. The main
constructive elements in the development of logic elements
are Mach±Zehnder interferometers [186±192], in which the
result of interference between SWs at the output is determined
by the difference in the phase incursions of SWs propagating
in each arm of the interferometer. The SW phase can be
controlled by differentmechanisms, such as a nonlinear phase
shift at powers exceeding the parametric instability threshold
[186, 187], a change in the waveguide magnetizing field [188±
190], local variation of the anisotropy field [191], or the
scattering of SWs by domain walls [192]. The output-signal
phase and amplitude can also be controlled by changing the
interaction of SWs with nanoresonators located near the
waveguide surface [193] or by using waves with the non-
reciprocal dispersion in the interferometer arms [194].

The authors of [195] considered the possibility of
constructing logic elements based on a system of ortho-

gonal waveguides, the output signal being determined by the
interference of signals in the waveguide intersection region.

We note that the architecture of magnonic processors was
discussed in [196±198]. It is pointed out that they can be
developed only using nanometer SWs excited and received
with the help of magnetoelectric nanostructures located on
the waveguide surface (also used for data recording).

Another promising area to use nanometer SWs is
magnonic holographic memory [199±201]. The author of
[199] proposed the concept of such memory based on the
dependence of the result of interference of SWs at the outputs
of an array of orthogonal waveguides on the input phase and
the magnetization of magnetic nanostructures located in the
waveguide intersection nodes. Prototypes in the form of
6- and 8-port (Fig. 34) arrays of orthogonal film YIG
waveguides studied in [200±202] showed the relation of
output signal amplitudes to the orientation of cobalt micro-
particles in the array nodes. It was shown that the output
signal level depended on the input signal phase and the
orientation of cobalt particles.

Obviously, to construct such magnonic networks, it is
necessary to solve many technological and physical problems.
First of all, it is necessary to choose appropriate materials and
technologies for the development of such branched nan-
ometer SW waveguides with low microwave losses. It is also
necessary to study the propagation features of SWs in
waveguide arrays due to waveguide bends and turns [203±
206], the strong inhomogeneity of the ground state due to the
influence of demagnetization fields, which leads to the
enrichment of the SW spectrum [104, 207, 298], and mode
conversion effects [81]. Also, effects related to the spectrum
quantization over the waveguide width [121] and the aniso-
tropy of dispersion characteristics of SWs [209], which require
a separate consideration for nanometer SWs [210±212],
should be investigated.

5. Conclusions

A new direction in magnetism, in particular, in magnetic
spintronics, so-called magnonics, has been rapidly developed
in the last few years. Magnonics actually studies phenomena
related to the dynamics of magnetic excitation quanta,
magnons, in thin magnetic layers and multilayer micro- and
nanostructures.

This paper is devoted to a systematic description of recent
papers in the field of magnonics. We have discussed in detail
theoretical and experimental methods used for studying wave
phenomena related to the propagation of spin waves
(magnons) in magnetic films, heterostructures, and micro-
and nanosamples. One of the most efficient experimental
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Figure 33. (a) Topology of exciting antennas formed by photolithography

on the surface of a 500 nm thick epitaxial YIG film. The width of the signal
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Figure 34. (a) Experimental prototype of a grating based on orthogonal

YIG film waveguides with (b) cobalt microparticles in grating nodes.
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methods is Mandelshtam±Brillouin spectroscopy with sub-
micron spatial resolution. In addition, spectroscopic methods
involving the excitation of spin waves by microstrip con-
verters and their propagation in coplanar lines have been
efficiently used. The propagation, reflection, and scattering of
magnons by magnetic micro- and nanostructures are effi-
ciently described by semianalytic methods, such as the
coupled-wave method, the multiple-scattering method, and
numerical methods.

We have presented the results of studies of numerous
magnetic micro-, nano-, and heterostructures, such as
distributed periodic systems, lumped systems, irregular and
coupled waveguide systems, and controllable magnetic
structures. Aside from the description of many physical
phenomena involved in the study of such structures, numer-
ous particular devices for data processing and storage in the
microwave range have been proposed. The outlook for
further studies of these structures have been discussed and
their applications in spintronic devices have been considered.
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